The World’s Leading Active Suspension System
Now Available for $350

Roadmaster Active Suspension (RAS) kits are designed to vastly improve road handling
and greatly reduce the propensity of Rollover in the 10, 12 and 15 passenger vans.
When fitted to the rear leaf springs of these vehicles, The RAS improves the vehicle’s
stability, handling and safety, including the following:












Improves driver control, safety and stability;
Eliminates sway and reduces roll on corners;
Reduces axle wrap and wheel hop;
Strengthens rear leaf springs;
Absorbs load, rather than resisting it, thereby ensuring a more comfortable ride;
Better handling and control in windy and rough road conditions;
Easy to install, can be fitted in approximately one hour with no welding or drilling;
Secured under its own coil spring tension;
User friendly. Once installed, no adjustments or maintenance are required;
Manufactured from high-grade alloy spring steel; and
Saves money by minimizing wear on tires, shocks, shackles and leaf springs.

Once professionally installed, loaded tension from the RAS variable rated coil springs
instantly generate energy to the rear leaf springs by holding the leaf springs in their
original designed bowed position. Like powerful muscles, when strained from the load is
applied to the leaf springs, the RAS stabilizes come into action immediately, absorbing
the force of the load. When cornering, RAS reduces body roll and improves stability by
supporting the spring, which is taking the increased load. This is especially true for
vehicles, such as 10, 12, and 15-passenger vans, with a high center of gravity.
This specifically designed “G” series RAS kits WHICH ARE AVAILABLE ONLY
FROM THE MANUFACTURER are now available for $350, plus $18.95 shipping and
handling. It can be installed by any local mechanic for $55 to $95, depending on their
hourly rate.
Visit www.activesuspension.com to see firsthand the advantages of retrofitting 10, 12
and 15-passenger vans with this unique product to improve the handling and safety of
the vehicle.

To order please call 1-800-398-5036 and
mention you are a GuideOne customer.

